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ABSTRACT 

EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF ELEMENTARY LEVEL STUDENTS AT RISK FOR 

SCHOOL FAILURE: VALIDATING A SCREENING INSTRUMENT 

Laura Belsito 
University of Guelph, 1997 

Advisor: 
Professor Bruce Ryan 

The present study validated the structure and predictive ability of an at-risk 

screening instrument. School performance measures were coiiected, for students in grades 

1 to 6, one year foilowing teacher ratings using the Screening For At-Risk Status. The 3- 

factor structure of the instrument, Acadernic Skiiis, Social Confidence, and Social 

Cooperation, was replicated on two separate samples. Correlations between screening 

scores and performance meanires demonstrated predictive ability. The screening 

instrument was able to predict students who are at-nsk with 88% accuracy, and predict 

students perfomiing at a satisfactory level with 74% accuracy. Use of the instrument 

provides teachers with a qui& easy screening of students who may develop dficuities in 

the fiiture. For schools, the screening can be used as the first step in a supportive 

response system to assist at-risk students from developing serious school difnculties, and 

possibly failure. 
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Early Identification of Elementary Level Students At Risk for School Failure: 

Validating A Screening Instrument 

Students at risk for school faiiure have historically been under-served by the 

education system and society as a whole. Whüe the school system is presently equipped to 

ide&@ and intervene with students who have serious behaviour a d o r  learning problems, 

concem is rising for those students who are currendy not in serious dicuIty, but who 

appear to be developing ways of behaving or leaniing that are placing them at risk for later 

significant problems. If identifieci d y  in their educationaI careers, preventative measures 

can be taken to increase the student's chances of school success. The current study 

proposes the use of a predictive screening instrument to iden- students at risk for school 

faiiure as the first step in the preventative process. 

P e f i n ~ ~  

A common method used by schools to detine 'at-risk' is wbat Hixson and 

Tinzmann (1990) have termed The Descriptive Approach. This hvolves monitoring the 

student who is akeady progressing poorly due to hidher inabiiity to perform successfù~y 

in the regular school program and then intemenhg through an identification pmcess when 

serious problems arise. Such an approach fails the at-risk population by definhg at-risk as 

those students with serious problems, rather than as students with behaviours or 

characteristics that may lead them to senous problems. By negiecting to intervene at the 

onset of school difficuities, at-nsk students slowly fhii behind the performance IeveI of 

their classrnates (Alexander & Entwisle, 1996). Over time a negative cumulative deiïcit 

may develop, where an unattended minor problem escalates into more serious problems. 



For example, a student sIightiy below grade level in r d i n g  d eventually have di5culty 

in other subject areas as it becornes more ditlicuit to catch up to classrnates in reading, and 

performance in other subjects is dependent on the ability ta read and comprehend the 

material. Schools, therefore, must be prepared to intervene with students with serious 

problems, but more importantiy must reach students during the at-risk stage. With such 

an approach, far fewer students wouid proceed to develop serious dïfEculties. 

A consistent at-risk definition does not era'st in the Iiterature. At-nsk may refer to 

children who have dwelopmentd diflCiculties, mental health issues, delinquency, dmg 

abuse, depression, or problems in the farnily. in tenns of education, students with 

difliculties have been referred to as 'educationaliy at-risk', 'academicaily at-risk', low- 

achievers', 'underachievers', and 'disadvantaged' (Payne & Payne, 199 1). The 

characteristics of these students Vary dependiig on the definition of the researcher, making 

the at-risk gmup a diflicult one to describe. Some have described these students as not 

achieving their potential or the expectations of the teacher (Payne & Payne, 199 1). Others 

have included the long term aspect as in Rush & Vitale's (1994) definition of at-risk 

students as those not achieving the goals of education and not acquiring the knowledge, 

skills, and dispositions to become productive members of society. Pierce (1994) opted for 

a more specific definition by including the failure to respond positively to instruction in 

academic skilis and the tendency to display unacceptable socid behaviour that interferes 

with attaining an education. 

Along with the diflticulties in defining at-risk cornes the difticulty of determinhg 

the source of the school problems. The onus is oflen placed independently on either the 



student, the school, or the student's M y .  Pianta and Walsh (1996) offered a theoretical 

rnodel for understanding the at-risk student. This model, the Contextuai Systems Mode4 

places "chiid devefopment, within the context of the childffamiy and schoohg 

relationship, as the central unit of analysis in educational discourse" (p. 101). From this 

perspective, determining the source of a student's difEculties involves the understanding 

that the individual's identity includes a family aspect and a peedstudent aspect that are 

intertwined. To take this one step fiirther, Goldenberg (1989a) conducted a study to 

determine why some first grade students at risk for reading mure  turn the situation 

around while others continue to fail. Goldenberg discussed his W i g s  in terms of 'the 

fortuity of success in £irst grade reading', suggesting that the successes of four out of nine 

at-risk students studied were essentiaüy accidentai. Howewer, success was accidental in 

that it was not a special program or intervention that resulted in success, but rather an 

academically focused action on the part of a parent or tacher that stmck a chord with the 

student and eventually led to improved school performance. By including school, family, 

and student factors in his study, Goldenberg was able to demonstrate the importance of 

the school/famiIy/child interaction when considering at-risk students. Recent prevention 

programs also recognize the importance of using an ecoIogical perspective, such as the 

Primary Mental Heaith Project (PMHP), which uses rating d e s  completed by teachers, 

parents, and the student to assess the situation (Cowen, Hightower, Pedro-Carroll, Work, 

Wyman, & Haffey, 1996). SUnilarly, the CARE Program (Children At Risk 

Educationaliy) uses a screening instrument that focuses on acadernic, social, and 

behavioural skills (Harlem Consolidated Schools, 1989). These methods of identifjing at- 



risk students sometimes take a resîliency approach, focusing on the strengths ofthe 

students rather than areas of difnculty. 

The at-risk prevention system adopted by a school mua be developed to fit the 

school. What works for one school will not necessarily work in another unless the system 

is shaped to fit the needs and characteristics ofthe particular school. The screenhg 

instrument discussed in this study takes a broad definition of at-risk which encompasses 

students who are showing signs of school difiiculties based on their individual academic, 

social behaviourai, and family characteristics The screening instrument is preventative in 

nature and thus takes into account the long term quality of being at-nsk. The instrument 

does not assume a source of the student's difficulty, but rather, implies that ifa student is 

deemed at-risk, M e r  investigation is warranted which would include a closer look at the 

individu4 the school, and the f d y .  The hope would be that schools using the 

instrument would corne fiom a perspective of risk that is ecological in nature. The intent 

is that the screening instrument would be the initial step of a larger prevention system, 

where at-risk students would receive the necessary interventions based on their needs, and 

the school would create a wan, accepting environment for aiI students. Without the 

response component to the program, the screening instrument is in itseif of no benefit to 

at-risk students. The designation of at-risk status should be considered a mechanism for 

providing students with interventions. 

. . Whv Foms On A t - w 7 :  s0cie-n~ ofS&ool F u  

The tendency for some students to develop cumulative academic deficits is 

supported by the literature on early school leavers and is an important aspect when 



considering preventative measutes. Studies that take a retrospective approach to the 

drop- out problem ofien trace school difEculties back as early as elementary school (Payne 

& Payne, 1991; Gastright, 1987). Students who perform be1ow the level of their peers 

and 1 or have dficuity in social situations can develop f d g s  of inadequacy and a 

distaste for school. When these feelings are not exthguished, but instead supported by 

fùrther experiences of failure, the original ditliculties become amplified and spread into 

other areas of school. Cher the years, as difficulties and fmkgs ofinadequacy or 

discomfort intense, at-risk students struggIe untif the option to drop-out becomes 

available. At this the ,  the burden is transferred f?om the school system to society to find 

a place for under-qualified and under-skiiied citizens. 

hvaiably some students lave school for reasons beyond the control of the school, 

for example dropping-out due to pregnancy, financiai difnculties, and family problems. 

However, in many studies these reasans are reported by only a s m d  percentage of aii 

drop-outs. Statistics Canada 1991 noted the most common reasons for dropping-out as: 

1) prefer to worll, 2) bord with school3) problerns with school woric, 4) had to work for 

financh1 reasons, 5) problerns with teachers, and 6) because of pregnancy and marriage 

(Lawton, 1992). Ifstudents at-nsk for schoot faiiure are identified early on, appropriate 

interventions can be appiied to assist in schooi completion. The costs of early intervention 

greatly outweigh the Iater cost to society. 

The Ontario Ministry of Education has defined a drop-out as any student who has 

withdrawn Çom the schoal system without obtaining a diploma (Parkin, Watkin, & 

Bonyuq 1988). In Canada, 18% of 20 year olds in 199 1 stoppeci attending school or lefi 



without a diplorna (Gilbert & Orok, 1993). W1th Canada's labour market shifting towards 

positions requiring at Ieast 17 years of education and trainUig, few jobs are avaiIabIe for 

under-educated, untrained workers (Ottawa, 1990). Students wbo fail to complete 

secondaty education are not oniy putting themselves at a disadvantage by having neither 

the skills nor the knowledge necessary for employment, but also place high costs on 

Canadian society. Students who do not complete school are at-risk for poverty due to 

unstable work, and dependency on social assistance (Gilbert & Orok, 1993). Drop-outs 

also tend to involve themselves in deiinquent behaviour (Parker & Asher, 1987), placing 

demands on the judiciai system and society as a whole, Finaiiy, with close to 100 000 

youths failing to complete school each year, drop-outs are seen as a loss of potentiai for 

Canadian productivity (Ottawa, 1990). Early identification and prevention programs are 

irnperative in diminishing the costs of school drop-outs to society (O'Sullivan, 1990). 

Traditional practice in identmg students who are at-risk has been to focus on 

macro-risk indicators such as socioeconomic status (SES), family income, family 

composition, and ethnicity (Weber, 1988; Rumberger, 1983). Such global factors have 

been successfid in predidng school failure. Socioeconomic variables such as parental 

education, occupation, family assets, W y  income, fady  site and matemal employrnent 

have been found to be strongly related to student's verbal abiity, curriculum placement, 

the amount of schooling received, and high school grades (Alwin & Thomton, 1984). In 

Canada, the number of children fiom low-income families who have lefi school is double 

the number for f d e s  fiom other income brackets (Ottawa, 1990). Alexander and 



Entwisle (1996), reported that students from low-SES f d e s  received lower grades in 

reading and math, were three thes more likely to be retained, and twice as likely to be 

referred for special education These students also were described by teachen as lagging 

behind in cognitive skills and in developing appropriate behavioural expectations and 

roles. Not surprisingly, as time passed these -dents feu M e r  and fùrther behind theû 

classmates. Interestingiy, the summer break was more detrimental, in ternis of educational 

attainment, for low-SES students than for their classmates, indicating that surnmers were 

iikely spent in envkonments with few intellectually StimuIating materials (Entwisle & 

Alexander, 1992). When f d y  composition was considered, sllnilar hd*mgs were 

revealed. Students fiom single parent families made fewer gains, measured by math test 

scores, d u ~ g  the summer than students nom two parent families (Entwisle & Alexander, 

1992). Among Canadians, a higher proportion of school leavers lived with one parent or 

no parent in the nnal year of school (Gilbert & Orok, 1993). 

Studies in the United States repeatedly found race to be a strong predictor of 

school failure. However, when the underlying innuences are considered it appears that 

high levels of poverty among certain races, the lack of English spoken in the home, and 

farnily composition, are actually the predictors of school failure (Steinberg, Blinde & 

Chan, 1984; Pallas, Natriello, & McDili, 1989). Studies have also considered the 

merences between races such as Blaciq Hispanie, and White (Rurnberger, 1983). It is 

not known how comparable the findings on race are to Canada. It is likely that Canadians 

of varying ethnic backgrounds, whose mother tongue is not English, and are living in 

poverty, would also be at nsk for school failure. 



While globai indicators wch as SES and famiIy composition are iduential 

components in a child's We, they offer little explanation as to why some children fiom low- 

income families do extremely weil in school and others fiom hi&-income families drop 

out. Ident-g at-risk students based on such variables offers few options for 

intervention. Level of hmiiy incorne and fàmjiy composition are not easily changed and 

are defhitely beyond the realm of the school. At best, macro variables provide a broad 

picture of general trends found in research. The way in which global indicators are 

manifested in the classroom is dependent on the chiid's personai characteristics. 

Consequently, identification of at-risk students should be based on micro-indicators: the 

personal characteristics students bring with them and display in the school environment. 

By ut i lkg such person-based indicators, educators would be able to identifil problem 

areas within the school environment that can be targeted at the school level. The indirect 

global variables are taken into acwunt when a student is identXed as at-risk, although the 

focus is aimed towards areas that can be improved. 

In the school fàiiure literature, some micro-indicators have been included in 

predictive studies. Academic achievement, usually in the form of grades in reading and 

math or on standardïïed tests are consistenîly found in studies. in fact, reading and math 

aptitude variables are considered to be stronger predictors of school failure than are 

socioeconornic variables (Steinberg, Blinde, & Chan, 1984). IQ scores have also been 

used and found to have more predictïve power in the earIy grades than in later grades 

(Lloyd, 1978). 0'Suiiiva.n (1990) used a teacher rating combination to predict semester 

failure that included grades, conduct raîings, absences, disciplinary actions received and 



teachefs at-risk ratings. AU variables were si@cantly correlated @th school Mure, 

with conduct and at-risk ratings being most highly correlated. Absenteeism as  a predictor 

of school failure, however, has shown very little predictive power and appears to be a 

symptom of other factors leading to drop-out (Lloyd, 1978; Ollendick, Greene, Weist, & 

Oswald, 1990). 

A validated predictive instrument for at-risk students does not yet exist in the 

literature. Of the avdable instruments, many are designed for high school students and 

are mainly composed of macro-indicators. The above literature review emphaskd the 

importance of micro-indicators of rkk  Few instruments of this kind exist, and none found 

in the literature have been tested for vaiidity. in predictive screenings of this type, it is 

important to determine whether the instrument is comprised of representative items and is 

accurate in making predictions. A vaiidated screening instrument means confidence in 

identifjing students and ensuring that resource time and money is spent on students who 

wili likely benefit. 

The development of a screening instrument involves a search of the existing 

literature for relevant research that wiil aid in item construction. Recently, Rush and 

Vitale (1994) compiied a tist of the micro- and macro- risk indicators that teachers, 

experts in the field of at-risk children, and researchers rated as important for judging risk 

status for school failure and dropping out. The profile contains 40 items in total divided 

into eight factors. Using ody the micro-indicators fkom this profile, dong with other 

indicators culled fiom the generd literature, Brophy & Ryan (19%) created the 20- item 

screening instrument used in the present study, the Screening For At-Risk Status, to assess 



micro variables of students at risk Four subscaies make up the screening: Academic 

Skills, Social Confidence, Social Cooperation, and Family Support. The present validation 

study focuses only on the Total At-Risk Scaie, which is arrived at by summuig the four 

subscdes. The four subscales wüi be discussed here with reference to related research 

iindigs. 

It is weli documented that early school leavers often display academic difEiculties in 

elementary school. The Screening For At-Risk Status recognizes the predictive power of 

academic skiils by including eight items representing level of and expectations for 

academic performance, the completion of work, organizational skills, memory, and 

attention. 

Early school leavers often begin to display academic dficulties in elementary 

school, perfonning below the level of their classrnates (Payne & Payne, 1991, Gastright, 

1987; Ramphal Turner & Earl, 1993). Reading ability (vocabulary and comprehension) 

and math ability are the foundations of education. Not surprisingly, reading and math 

ability levels identified as problematic in the early primary grades are related to later drop- 

out (Parkin, Watkin, & Bonyun, 1988; Ramphal Turner & Earl, 1993; Weber, 1988). 

When the prediction of secondary school completion was attempted using third grade 

data, the variables most highly correlated to drop-out were those pertaining to readiig, 

arihetic, language, and spelling (Lloyd, 1978). In this study, 7û% of the students who 

dropped-out were identified in the third grade. Similady, when Gastright (1987) 

differentiated between stay-ins and drop-outs by the subject matter failed, three quarters of 



the drop-outs had fded English, and had a history of failure pnor to secondary school. In 

Ontario, mean scores on reading and math standardized tests for students who dropped- 

out fell below the 40ui percentile, with incrementai drops in means in each subsequent 

grade (Parkin et aL, 1988). Statistics Canada data has shown that a higher proportion of 

school leavers, compared to school completers, reported fàiling a grade in elementary 

school and rnany reported grade averages of"C" or lower in high school (Gilbert & Orok, 

1993). 

Grades received in school are incumbent upon the completion ofdaily woric, 

organizational sWs, the ability to focus and pay attention, and to store information. It is 

not surprishg then that studies have found the correlates of &op-out include poor 

attention span and memory, and incomplete homework (RampM Turner, 1993; Weber, 

1988). Similarly, in Goldenberg's (1 989a) qualitative work on grade 1 reading fdure, 

tacher's descriptions of the at-risk participants included poor ability to retain and 

memorize, lack of attention, and the consecutive failure to complete homework. Without 

the basic academic skilis acquired by most children incidentdy, the chances for adequate 

school performance are Iunited. In the case of at-risk students, it may mean assistance 

with memory strategy techniques, doing seat work in an environaient where there are few 

distractions, or inviting parents to monitor homework 

1 Co- 

In order to perform weil in a given situation, children need to feel confident in thek 

environment (Zimbardo, 1977). In the elementary years chilcken who are withdrawn and 

uncornfortable in social situations and who do not participate in class or wider school 



activities may be experiencing a lack of confidence or atuoeq about their social 

competence. Such bebaviour tendencies may Iead children to avoid taking part in class or 

wider school adVities, and possibly even withdraw fiom peers. Partly due to the 

difficulty of defining and measuring withdrawn behaviour, the evidence for the 

ramifications oflow social confidence is unclear. 

In Rubin, LeMare, and Loilis' (1990) developmental framework of social 

withdrawal, by mid-elementary schooi, students (ages 7 - 9) are able to make social 

comparisons. When failure is recognited, anxiety and negative seif-regard may lead to 

fùrther withdrawal. By late childhood peer rejection can lead to lonehess and depression. 

When student ratings were utilized, withdrawn 10-year-old boys rated themselves as more 

lonely and less sociaiiy skilled than their average and aggressive peers (Rubin, Chen, & 

Hymei, 1993), and withdrawn children's peers rated them as less sociable and poor leaders 

(Rubin, Chen, & Hymel, 1993; Ollendick et al, 1990). Interestingly, withdrawn children 

do not dser  fiom their well-adjusted peers on measures of likeability and in their ability to 

handle problernatic situations (Taylor, 1990; OUendick et al, 1990). This suggests that 

while withdrawn students may not necessarily have peer diiculties, they do exhibit 

classroom behaviours that are noted by both teachers and peers. When teachers were 

asked to indicate key behaviours important to students' chances for school success, the list 

included knowing how to join activities, interacting with a variety of peers, developing and 

maintainhg fiendship, and not being thought of as a social isolate (Fad & Ryser, 1993). 

When students feei a lack of confidence at school, nervous self-preoccupation may 

inhibit their understanding of material in the classroom (Zimbardo, 1977)- or prevent them 



fiom asking for help when experiencing diflicuity, participating in class activities, or 

finding enjoyment in social activities. When cornpareci with weii-adjusted peers, 

withdrawn children in grades 4 to 9 performed more poorly in academics (Ollendick, 

Greene, Weist, & Oswald, 1990). Likewise, Taylor (1990) found that approximately 60% 

of the low-achieving students in the sample were classifieci as shy, anxious, and withdrawn 

on peer assessrnent measures. This fïnding c m  be interpreted as suggesting that 

withdrawn behaviours can lead a student to fùrther academic difliculties, or that shidents 

who perform poorly start to display withdrawn behaviours. Regardless of the 

interpretation, the findings indicate that a Iarge proportion of low-achieving students 

display characteristics that inhibit their chances of school success. 

Furthemore, research at the high school level has found a relationship between 

lack of participation in academic and extra-cwicular activities in school and students who 

do not complete their education (Ramphal Turner & Earl, 1993). Gage (1990) found that 

students who feel alienated tend to withdraw fiom identifjing with school and 

participating in extracunicular activities. Weber's (1988) description of the affective 

characteristics of drop outs included a lack of interest in school and school work and a 

low self-concept. 

The evidence seems to suggest that a Iack of social confidence at school does not 

necessariiy lead to school failure. Rubin et ai, (1993) regardeci "passive withdrawaIU as 

"the a b n o d y  fiequent production of quiet, sedentary solitary behaviour in the Company 

of others" (p 519), while "active isolation" is a consequence of peer rejection. When peer 

nominations were us&, elementary students were able to classfi their peers into those 



who were shy, whose feelings were hurt easily, and who wouid rather play aione, as 

passive withdrawal. Students nominateci as being in active isolation wpre described as 

having trouble makuig fiiends, were ofken left out, and who couid not get others to iisten 

(Younger & Daniels, 1992). It is possible that while active isolation can lead to peer 

rejection, these students may still perform well academically. Conversely, students in the 

passive withdrawd category may have few diffidties with peers but display behaviours 

that inhibit academic success. Nevertheless, social confidence alone may not necessarily 

lead to school fdure. More research is needed to detennine the extent to which social 

confidence on its own is a predictor of risk- 

Poor cooperation skilis cm stem from diverse influencing factors ranghg fiom 

being poorly socialirecl to expenencing cumulative behaviour deficits. When a child who 

is dismptive is repeatedly reprimanded for Wher actions without any attempt to arrive at 

the underlyhg causes of the behaviour, the disruptiveness often escalates (Ramphal Turner 

& Earl, 1993). Occasionally the behaviour has sternmed f?om a poor self-concept that has 

developed fkom repeated failures in academic or social arenas. Regardless of where the 

root of the behaviour is located, children who lack social cooperation skills may have 

difiïculty accepting adult authority or may not respond appropriately to disciplinary 

measures. Moreover, they may be vehally ancüor physically aggressive, and use 

confrontation to solve coaflicts. Such approaches pose severai obstacles for the at-risk 

student. Primarily, teachen and students respond negatively to such behaviours. 

Children displaying inappropriate behaviours are often rejected by peers (Parker & 



Asher, 1987). Several types of antisocial behaviom exhibiteci by young children in school 

include: intimidating behaviours during games, hostility directed to an individual which 

seemed unprovoked, or bossy, and teasing children who were unsuccessfbl in disputes 

(Manning, Heron, & Marshall. 1986). Children with unconventional behaviour pattern 

are at risk for being isolateci or rejected nom group activities. Research has found that 

peer rejection is fairy stable over tirne and is a relevant indicator of fiiture success 

(Hartup, 1983). Aggressive children are repeatedly found to be the most disliked students 

compared to those who are withdrawn or weil-adjusted (Rubin et aL, 1993, Taylor, 1990). 

Feelings of isolation are ofien expressed as reasons for dropping-out (Weber, 1993). 

The extent to which poor social development influences academic achievement 

depends on the way in which the child deviates fkom the social skills 'nord of his age 

group (Frentz, Gresham, & Eliot, 199 1). Teachers rate aggressive students as hostile, 

having leaming problems, and are easily hstrated (Rubin et ai., 1993). Research has 

found that aggressive children received lower grades than theû withdrawn and weU- 

adjusted peers (OUendick et al 1990). Vaughn, Hogan, Lancelotta, Shapiro, & Walker 

(1992) compared children, who were rated by teachers to have no behaviour problems, 

rnild, or severe behaviour problems, on social factors. When academic achievement was 

considered, al1 behaviour problem subgroups received lower scores on reading 

achievement measures when compared to the control group. Children with aggressive 

behaviour tendencies, combined with poor academic achievement, are highly iikely to drop 

out (Kupersmidt & Coie, 1990). 

Aggressive children tend to have discipline problems and get into trouble in school 



(RamphaI Turner & Eari, 1993) and with the law (Oiiendick et al., 1990). These students 

often feel rejected and alienated tiom peers, as weii as teachers, and generaiiy get Iittle 

support fiom the educational system or parents (Etamphal Turner & Earf, 1993). Low- 

accepted chiidren have few social experiences to aid them in the development of adaptive 

sociai behaviours, therefore, they are at risk for later We probIems. With limited 

opportunities to develop positive peer interactions, it is diicult for these children to 

fiindon successfdly in the social setting of school (Parker & Asher, 1987). 

A range of literature has appeared in the last decade evidencing the importance of 

family support for children's success in school. Parents play a key roIe in the academic 

socialization of their chiidren (Scott-Jones, 1995). Many of them mode1 behaviours that 

demonstrate the need for academic skilis such as reading and math in their daily activities. 

Men parents place direct and indirect value on attaining an education, chiidren tend to 

achieve in school (Scott-Jones, 1995). Home effkcts are very important to school 

performance; one study demonstrated that when parents were involved in chiidren's 

reading, children's placement in readmg groups improved to a higher level (Goldenberg, 

f Wb). 

Campbell (1995) has found that parents who become involved in their children's 

Ieaming by encouraging ability, discipline, confidence, and good work habits, have 

children who are motivated to achieve. These parents often express high expectations and 

aspirations for their children, but do not communicate this in the form of pressure. Parents 

of at-risk students often have inaccurate expectations and aspirations for theif children, 



that are not in h e  with schml performance (Alexander & Entwisle, 1996; Goldenberg, 

1989a). LeveI of parental aspirations have been found to be positively related to 

adolescents' grades (Cherian, 1992). These parents have o h  not completed hi& school 

(Weber, 1988), have negative experiences in their own schoolin& and may not see the 

value of an education. Arnong Canadian parents who did not view a high school 

education as valuable, 49% of their children were early school leavers (Gilbert & Orok, 

1993). 

It also appears to be the case that when parents and teachers have a good 

relationship, children l e m  the importance of education and develop expectations for their 

own achievement (Weiss & Edwards, 1992). Parents involved in their child's education 

have chiidren with more positive attitudes and higher achievement (Weiss & Edwards, 

1992). When children are having difEidties in school the collaboration between parents 

and teachers as problem solvers with a common interest can be an efficient and effective 

approach to helping chiidren (Epstein, 1992). This coiiaboration demonstrates the 

importance of education to children. Parent involvement in school activities correlated 

positively with student test performance ( M t h ,  1996). The Screening For At-Risk 

Status reflects the importance of family support on school success by including items 

related to parentai interest in, involvement in, and concem for their chiid's education. 

After reviewing the Literature on at-risk students, it is apparent that many factors 

can lead a student to schoof Mure. Moreover, the accumulation of these factors over 

time increases the chances of school fdure and later drop out. The combiiation of factors 



is likely to be Mirent for every at-risk student. The Screening For At-Risk Status takes 

into account inchidual merences by providing an overali at-risk score. By emphasitllig 

factors directly related to the classroom, the focus shifts to predictors ofat-risk statu that 

can be developed within the educational environment. 

Early identification provides an opportunity for implementing intervention 

measures. This project began when members of the local school board voiced the need for 

preventative intervention methods for their at-risk students. Logicaily, a way of 

identifying the at-risk students was needed. The response was the Screening For At-Risk 

Status; a short, educationdy focused instrument that contained items representing student 

behaviours and characteristics that couid be observed and rated by teachers. 

The present study proposai to validate a screening instrument for the early 

identification of students at risk for school failure. Objectives of the study were to 

validate the structure of the Screening For At-Risk Status, to validate the predictive ability 

of the Total At-Risk Score, and to determine predictive accuracy. The research was 

conducted in two phases of data collection and analysis. Study 1 involved the scale 

development and preluninary analyses in validating the screening instrument. Study 2 

confirmed the stnicturai validity of the instrument and examined its concurrent and 

predictive vaiidity. 



Method 
. . As part of a Board-wide initiative, teachers fiom the Wellington 

County Board of Education completed the Screening for At-Risk Status for aii elementary 

school students between kindergarten and grade 6. After deleting cases with rnissing data, 

the final sample size was 1 1,114 students fiom 48 schools. 

Maten'als. The Screening for At-Risk Status (Brophy & Ryan, 2996; see 

Appendix A), is a 20-item teacher rated d e  designed to identifL students most likeIy to 

expenence fiiture dSculties in the school environment. Items on the screening represent 

micro-risk indicators most directly linked to the classroom. Each item is rated on a five 

point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). The instrument is broken 

down into four factors: 1) academic skills (items 1 -8), 2) social confidence (items 9- 12), 

3) social cooperation (1 3-16], and 4) family support (items 17-20). The instrument 

provides four sub-scores and one overaIl at-risk score. 

Procedure 

cale D e v e l o m  The Screening for At-Risk Status was based on 

Rush and (1994) profile of elementary school students who are at risk for school 

failure and dropping out. This at-nsk profile was comprised of 40 items, including both 

micro- and macro-risk ïndicators deemed relevant in determinkg at-risk status by teachers 

and experts in the ara  of at-risk children. Ushg only the micro-indicators firom the Rush 

and Vitale (1994) profile, dong with other indicators culled fiom the general literature, an 

initial set of 27 items was assembled. These items were grouped according to four 



themes: academic skills, social confidence, sociai cooperation, and W y  support. The 

items were written as statements that mi@ apply to a particular student and teachers were 

asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the statement on a Likert scale 

where 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongiy agree. 

Pilot The 27-item scde was then used by 30 teachers to rate the at-risk 

status of 300 elementary schooI students &om kindergarten to grade 6. Factor analyses 

showed that four strong factors emerged (Academic SUS,  Social Confidence, Social 

Cooperation, Family Support) and that the factor structure held best with a final set of 20 

items. The factor structure was replicated for students of both genders, as weU as for 

students in the earty elementary school grades (kindergarten to grade three) and for those 

in the later elementary school grades (four to six). 

Towards the end of the school year, the 20-item Screening 

for At-Risk Status was completed for ail elementary students in Wellington County (n= 

11,114). However, due to the discodort of some teachers in rating students on the 

Family Support items, these were dropped fiom the scale. From this point, the Screening 

for At-Risk Status became a 16- item, three factor instrument (Academic Skills, Social 

Confidence, Social Cooperation; see appendix B). 

Results 

Struq& V m .  The structurai inte& ofthe screening instrument was 

assessed through expIoratory factor analyses which replicated the factor structure 

perfectly for the boys and girls in each of the grades fkom kindergarten to grade six. 

Factor loadings for the 20-item scde ranged fiom .56 to .99 on the four factors (see Table 



1). Factor loadings for the 16-item scale ranged fiom .57 to -94 on the three factors (see 

Table 2). 

. .- v- Cronbach's alphas were calculated to determine the 

reliabiiity for each of the emerging factors and for the overaii at-nsk scaie. The alpha 

d u e s  were satisfictory; Academic Skiils = -95, Social Confidence = -88, Social 

Cooperation = -95, Famiiy Support = -94 and Total At-Risk Scale = -95 on the three and 

four factor scales. 

Table 1 
20- Item S c i a  Factor 

Item Academic Family Social Social 
Skills S U P P O ~ ~  Cooperation Confidence 

Item 1 
Item 5 
Item 4 
Item 2 
Item 8 
Item 7 
Item 3 
Item 6 

Item 18 
Item 19 
Item 17 
Item 20 

Item 14 
Item 15 
Item 16 
Item 13 

Item I I  
Item 12 
Item 10 
Item 9 



Table 2 
S c r w  Factor &,&sis 

Item Acadernic Social Social 
Skills Cooperation Confidence 

Item 1 
Item 5 
Item 4 
Item 2 
Item 8 
Item 7 
Item 3 
Item 6 

Item 14 .O 1 
Item 15 .O2 
Item 16 .O3 
Item 13 .O 1 

Item 1 1  .O8 
Item 12 .O2 
Item 10 -16 
Item 9 .27 



Test--- Ten teachers each compIeted the 1 &item Screening For 

At-Risk Status for 10 students at two separate tirne periods separated by one week 

Correlations performed on each of the subscales and the overall sa le  were satisfactory; 

Academic Skills d99) = -94, p < -001; Social Confidence d100) = -87, E < -001; Social 

Cooperation r(97) = -88, p < -001; and Totd At-Risk S d e  ~(96) = -94, p < -001. 

Based on the results from the mass screening, a Preliminary 

Manual for the Screening for At-Risk Status was created to assist users of the instrument 

(see Appendix C). Using the cumuIative percentile dismiution of Total At-Risk Scores 

(see Appendix D) based on the 16-item d e ,  and on the School Board's estimation that 

10% of students are normaliy in diffidty,  tentative At-Risk Status noms were estabiished 

for At-Eüsk scores. A total score of 16 to 40 (75% of the distniution) indicated Further 

Action is Probably not Required. The 'at-risk' group falling between the 75th and 90th 

percenaes were represented by scores ranging fiom 41 to 5 1, suggesting Difticulties are 

Possible; Further Investigation is Warranteci, The 90th percentile and above (the 10% of 

students with the highest screening scores) received scores between 52 to 80, indicating 

Many Difficulties Identified: Verify that the Child is already on a Special Program. The 

tentative n o m  were accompanied with a caution for score interpretation until scale 

validation was completed. For students who appear to be showing signs of difEculty, a 

"Further Investigation" section was included in the manual indicating various areas 

teachers should consider in deteminhg the root of the problems. The Family Support 

constmct has been included as an area for firrther investigation. 



At this point in the development of the Screening for At-Risk Status, it was clear 

that the micro-risk ïnàicators represented in the items on the instrument can be observed 

and rated consistentiy by teactiers over time for school aged children ranging corn 5 to 14 

years-of-age. The importance of the rneasures Academic Skilis, Social Confidence, Social 

Cooperation, and Farnily Support in assessing students' school experiences have been 

stressed in the literature. While some teachers do not feel cornfortable formdy assessing 

the support a student receives fiom fhmily members, teachers do nevertheless stress the 

importance of this factor on school performance. Thus, famiIy support issues such as 

parent's interest and concem over report card and school activity, involvement in leaniing, 

and signs of neglect, should be considered for any student who rnay be at-risk. 

Study 2 

Study 2 was conducted one year after the original screening instrument was 

compteted by teachers in Study 1. The purpose of this second phase was to determine the 

instrument's ability to predict student performance one year later. dong with predictive 

validity, the structurai validity, concurrent validity, and predictive accuracy were assessed 

to confirm the appropriateness and power of using the screening instrument in schools. 

Method 
. . Schools participating in Study 2 were selected fiom those 

represented by principals on the School Board's 'At-Risk Cornmittee'. Principals who sit 

on the cornmittee have had experience working in high-risk schools and are farniliar with 



the needs and challenges of at-risk students. The decision to select the five schooIs was 

based on three factors: principals on the cornmittee would be most familiar with the study 

and could communicate its importance to school staffand parents; three of the five 

schools were located in lower middle class to middle class areas of the city (where many 

children scored higher on the initial screening in Study 1); one school was evenly blended 

in terms of socioeconomic status and the MI was primarily rniddle class. The fht four 

schools were inner-city schools, whiie the latter was on the outskirts in a smaiIer nearby 

town. Because the SchooI Board covers a broad are* the five schools chosen were 

located within the more populated area of the county. 

One year following the initial screening, a parent information package was sent 

home to parents fiom the five schools requesting permission for the use of their children's 

records to validate the screening instrument (see appendix E). In total, 48% or 577 of the 

1200 permission fonns were returned- Five hundred and nine families gave permission, 

while 68 did not. The number of students receiving permission fiom each school was 

proportionately distributed considering the varying sizes of the schools. Of the 509, 19 

participants were lost due to the inability to collect complete data on the students for 

reasons such as recently moving to the school and, therefore, teachers were not familiar 

enough with the students' performance to rate them- Thus, 490 students were included in 

the study, 257 males and 233 fiemales ranging from kindergarten to grade 6. When 

participants fiom Study 2 were matched up with the screening fiom Study 1 using the 

Board's student identification numbers and date of birth, only 353 matches were made. 

The drop in numben can be attributed to students rnoving during the year (27), significant 



data aot being obtained on some chîidren (21), but the largest number (89) did not have 

screening scores Eorn the previous year, either from not having the screening completed 

for whatever reason or because of data entry errors fiom the previws year Seventeen of 

the 353 pmicipants were rnissing data for one or more variables, therefore, the sample 

size fluctuates between 337 and 353 depending on the analysis. 

m r e s  ProcedureL To validate the predictive validity of the screening 

instrument, behavioural and acadernic pefiormance data were obtained nom three sources: 

school files, and tacher and principal responses. The Ontario Student Record (OSR) 

contained Uifonnation on: the type of program the student received (regular or modified), 

whether he or she had been identified as exceptional, and the presence of any previous or 

curent psycho-educational assessments, speech and language assessments, diagnostic 

tests, and disclosure forms between schools and other agencies. Data on performance in 

Language Arts and Math, as weii as attendance, were obtained nom the most recent 

report card. Schools did not necessarily use the standard Board report cards. Likewise, 

Primary (kindergarten to grade three) and Junior (grades four to six) division report cards 

were organized and graded differently. Generally, these report cards either asked teachers 

to check off student performance on a rating of 'below grade ievel: 'satisfactory', 'good', 

'excellent', or ratings of 1,2, or 3 were given to represent 'needs improvement', 

'improving', or 'satisfactow. A classification system was developed to group children into 

below, at, or above appropriate grade level at the tirne of data collection. Because the 

purpose of the study was to validate an at-risk instrument, ratings considered to represent 

below appropriate grade level, including 'improving' and 'needs improvement' were 



included in the 'below appropriate grade level' category. 'Satisfactory' represented 'at 

grade lever, and 'good' or 'excellent' were 'above appropriate grade level'. Written 

comrnents were sometimes used to supplement arnbiguous grades. The OSR and grade 

information fom completed by researchers can be found in appendii F. Teachers were 

asked to complete a package, as shown in appendix G, containhg a rated question 

concerning the number of parent contacts made regardiig performance difficuIties, dong 

with an opinion rating of the student's performance. The tacher package aiso contained 

the 16- item Screening for At-Risk Status and the Teachers Report Form of the ChiId 

Behaviour Checklist (Achenbach, 1991). Principals were asked to complete a question 

pertaining to contacts with parents of each participant for behavioural or academic 

difficulty, identical to that completed by teachers (see Appendii H). The number of 

serious behaviour incidents as recorded by the principal over the year was also coiiected 

and recorded on the information sheet by researchers. 

Due to the large number of students in the sample perfonning adequately in 

schooi, the distribution of values for most variables were skewed. in order to overcome 

the effects of skewness the variables were coiiapsed into broader categories, to produce 

skewness values of 2 or below. Language arts and math performance remained in the 

three categories described earlier while ail other variables were divided into one of two 

categories indicathg either no school difliculties or some concem- For example, the 

principal - parent contact variable was divided into zero to two contacts as being normal 

and three or more as suggesting difficulty. A cornmittee of educational researchers 

decided on the categoncal divisions based on the fiequency distributions for each variable 



and prior knowledge. Categorical divisions for variables and fiequencies are presented in 

Table 3. After collapsing variables into categories, skewness was satisfactory. 

The performance variables can be considered masures of students' rd-Me risk 

To facilitate any m e r  analyses, a system of integraihg the performance variables into 

one continuous variable representing risk was developed. This task involved determinhg 

a weighting for each variable based on the variable's importance to being at-risk A 

principle components d y s i s  with a varimax rotation was conducted on the variables 

significantly correlated with the screening score fiom Study 1. Three factors emerged, 

with the fist factor accounting for 35% of the variance, while the other two factors 

accounted for 13% and 8% respectively. An examination of the items loading on each 

factor indicated that items were grouping themselves according to the source of the 

information about school difticulties, rather than on the difticuities themselves. For 

example, factor 1 included ali variables that rnake up the Board's formal identification 

process; factor 2 were ai i  teacher or principal rated variables; and factor 3 were report 

card ratings of grade performance. The result did not provide a usefui interpretation of 

how to integrate the performance measures. Therefore, the principal components analysis 

was performed a second time to produce only one factor. By doing so, weightings could 

be assigned, based on factor loadings, that would indicate the importance of each item to 

the one underlying factor of risk. The factor loadings, listed in Table 4, were ail strong, 

ranging fiom -46 to -74. The loadings serve as weightings to combine ali variables into a 

single computed standardized at-risk factor score for each participant. 



Table 3 

Concutrent Predictive 
Variable Category Frequency (n=490) Frequency(n=3 5 3) 

Identified as exceptional Yes 

Language arts grade level 

Math grades 

Psychological assessment 

Speech and language assessment 

Diagnostic tests 

Behaviour incident record 

Principal - parent contact 

Teacher - parent contact 

Teacher opinion 

Program 

Child Behaviour Checklist 
probiem scaie total 

No 

Below 
At 
Above 

Below 
At 
Above 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

1 or more 
O 

2 or more 
1 or l e s  

3 or more 
2 or less 

4 to 5 
1 to 3 

Madified 
Regular 

bordedine 
normal 

29 



Table 4 

Variable Factor 1 

Teacher Opinion -74 
Identifid .68 
Principal - Parent Contact -67 
Program -66 
Problem Scale Total -66 
Psyc hological Assessment -66 
Laquage Arts -64 
Math -62 
Be haviour Incident Record -48 
Diagnostic Tests -48 
Teacher - Parent Contact -48 
Speech / Language Assessment -46 

Results 
* .  r d  V- The structural integrity of the Smdy 2 screening was 

assessed on the sample of 490 -dents. Factor anaiysis performed on the entire sample 

c o h e d  the original three factor structure fiom Study 1 (see Table 5). Factor loadhgs 

ranged fkom .45 to -95. When males and femaies were analyzed separately the factor 

structure was identical. Factor analyses penonned separately by school and grade could 

be not be conducted due to the Iunited size of the rernaining sample in each grouping. 

Cronbach's alphas were computed and found to be satisfactory, with alpha values ranging 

Erom -90 to -96 on the three subscales and -96 on the total scale. These values are 

Wtually identicai to those found in Study 1. 



Table 5 

Item # Academic Skiils Social Cooperation Social Confidence 



t Valtdrty, * - 
The associations between total screening score of Study 2 (n=490) 

and the other performance variabIes and factor scores were examined using correlations. 

The observed correlations, shown in Table 6, ranged ftom -19 to -76 and di were 

signifiant beyond the -00 1 level. As expected, the results showed that students with 

lower grades, recordeci behaviour incidents, parental contacts with p~cipaIs  and teachers, 

psychological or speech and laquage assessrnents, and higher scores on the Child 

Behaviour Checklist also had higher screening scores. 

* .  
ive V- The screening instrument's abiity to predict school 

performance one year later was assessed by correlating the students' scores fiom the Study 

1 screening with the performance measures fiom Study 2 (n=353). The results cab 

the predictive validity of the instrument. The correlations, shown in Table 7, ranged fiom 

-20 to .68, and aii were significant at the .O01 level. In generai, the results indicate that 

students who received higher screening scores the previous year had performance 

measures that indicate school diEculty one year later. The screening scores fkom Study 1 

and Study 2 were signifïcantly correlated, r(353) = .67, p < .001, indicating that two 

separate teachers were notably consistent even when the ratings were one year apart. 

D e t e m u w g A c t u a l  in WumL . . Before the at-risk cut-off 

scores for the screening instrument couid be determined, it was necessary to decide which 

students were actualiy at-risk and in cwrent difficulty. Given that a method of 

determinhg at-risk status does not exist, a value was selected in the distribution of 

standardized factor scores derived ftom the Principal Components Analysis. The School 

Board estimated that according to theu criteria and generai practice roughly 1W of 



Table 6 

Variable (n==490) r P 

Identified as exceptional 
Language arts grade level 
Math grades 
Psychological assessment 
Speech and language assessment 
Diagnostic tests 
Behaviour incident record 
Principal - parent contact 
Teacher - parent contact 
Teacher opinion 
Program 
Chiid Behaviour Checklist 

(problem scale total) 
Standardized factor score 

Table 7 
Betweeo Studv 1 Scree 

MeasUres 
-- - - 

Variable (n=3 53) r P 
- -- - - 

Identified as exceptional 
Language arts grade level 
Math grades 
Psychologicai assessment 
Speech and language assessment 
Diagnostic tests 
Behaviour incident record 
Principal - parent contact 
Teacher - parent contact 
Teacher opinion 
Program 
Chiid Behaviour Checklist 

(problem s d e  total) 
Standardized Factor Score 



students are experiencing difndties in school to the point where some form of 

intervention was provided. Based on the Board's own estimation, the factor score variable 

(derived f?om the performance measwes) was dichotomùed into two groups. Those 

students falling at the 10% mark or lower (standardized factor score of -1.44) were 

categorized as being in the at-risk group while the other 90% were in the satisfactory 

group for school perfiormance. However, the bottom 10% includes students who are 

currently experiencing difnculty and who are most likely receiving intervention. The 

importance of the Screening for At-Risk Status, on the other hanci, is to ident* students 

who are showing signs of becoming at-risk. It was theorized that if 10% of the students 

exhibit school difnculties serious enough for intervention, then perhaps another 10% might 

be exhibithg early waming signs. These are the students who would likely benefit the 

most ffom identification and intervention because it would be preventative in nature. On 

this basis, a cutoff score was also established that included the bottom 20% of the sample 

as expenencing diniculty in school. This figure is in keeping with the roughly 20% rate of 

drop-out for this part ofthe country (Gilbert & Orok, 1993). Similarly, estimates of  

approximately 10 to 25% of students in the United States are disadvantaged to the extent 

that school performance would be effected (Pallas, et al., 1989). 

A cornrnonly used method of 

minimiang an inaccurate diagnosis ofdisease in the medical field has been adopted by 

social scientists for establishing screening and diagnostic test cutoff scores. This method, 

known as Cost Matrk Analysis or Receiver Operating Characteristics (Sackett, Haynes, & 

Tugweii, 1985; Sox, Blatt, Higgins, & Marton, 1988), plots the number of accurate and 



inaccurate decisions in a table based on a cut-off score. As the cut-off score is change& 

the probability of correctly classif$ng individuals will be dtered. The optimal cut-off 

score is established when the number of accwate decisions is maxirnized whiIe the number 

of inaccurate decisions is minimized. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the rnatrix used in the present study. The columns represent 

actual school performance based on the standardiied fàctor score (weighted combination 

of performance measures). The rows represent the screening's prediction of school 

performance. For testing predictive accuracy, a represents true positives, or the number 

of correctly classified individuais who had a positive screenhg result (at nsk for school 

failure) and are exhibithg difliculties in school; d represents the number of individuais not 

experiencing diculties who were negative on the screening (not at-risk). The two types 

of errors are represented by b and c, where b (false positive) is the number of individuais 

that the screening incorrectly identified as at-risk but whose later performance in school is 

satisfactory, and c (false negative) is the number of individu& incorrectly classified as 

performing at a satisfactory level in school. 

Figure 1 : Matrix for determining sensitivity and specificity ratios, false negative and false 
positive rates. 

I I 1 

At-Risk based on 
School Performance 

Satisfàctory School 
Performance 

Screening Predicted At-Risk 
Staîus (total score > or = cut-on) 

I Screening Predicted Satisfactory c 
Performance (total score < ait-O@ 1 Faïse 1 Tme Negative 

a 
Tmpositive 

1 Total 
I 1 

Sensitivity = a/(a+c) Hits = (a+d)/e Faise positive rate = b/e 

l 
Total 

Sensitivity = b/(b+d) Misses = (b+c)/e False negative rate = d e  

35 



To test the predictive accuracy of the screening instrument, the sensitivity (ratio of 

true positives to total students actuaiiy experiencing difnculties in school) was calculated 

dong with the specificity (ratio of true negatives to total students actually performing at a 

satisfactory lever in school). Depending on the nature of the test, it may be equaily 

important to maxhize sensitMty and specificity. In the case of at-risk screening and 

other instruments of its kind (Meisels, Henderson, Liaw, Browning, & Have, 1993; Rey, 

Moms-Yates, 1991; Feshbach, Adehan, & Fder, 1974), specificity is generaiiy 

sacrificed for sensitivity, to ensure that students who are at-risk are not rnissed by the 

screening instrument. Such an error is considered more detrimental than incorrectly 

c1ass-g an individual as at-risk, because the at-risk classification leads to fiirther 

investigation and intervention only if necessary. Consequently, an individual incorrectly 

classifieci as at-risk would Iikely be exposed in the foliow-up stages after screening 

students. To establish cut-off scores, the sample of 353 was randomly spIit into two 

groups, the initiai sample (n=179) and the cross-validation sample (n=174). The optimal 

cut-off score is first established on the initiai sample and then tested on the cross- 

validation sample to assess the robustness of the cut-off score. Such a procedure has been 

successfitl in simiiar studies (Chen, Faraone, Biederrnan, & Tsuang, 1994). 

From past studies using this method (both with or without computer generated 

cut-O£&) an acceptable sensitivity and specificity rate appears to be in the 70% and above 

range. Feshbach et al. (1974) reported sensitivity and specificity rates of 74% and 85% 

respectively on their screening instrument for students at risk for r d m g  failure. On a 

developmental screening instrument for students at hi& risk for school failure, Meisels et 



ai., (1993) reported 92% sensitivity and 80% specificity rates. Rush & Vitale's (1994) 

profile of at-risk students had a 96% and 70% hit rate at the eiementary school level. 

W1th regard to the Screening for At-Risk Stahis, two cut-off scores were establîshed to 

partner the 10% and 20% at-nsk groups based on the factor score. At the 10% level, the 

optimal cut-off score is 4 1, with a sensitivity rate of 9 1 % and a specificity rate of 80% 

(see Figure 2). Total hits regardless of true positives or negatives, was 82%, and the 

18% misses were shown to be 17% false positives (predicted iisk but not experiencing 

difficulty) and 1% fdse negatives (predicted satisfactory but are experiencing dficulty). 

Table 8 shows the similarities between the initial sample, cross-validation sample, and 

whole sample for a cutsff of 41 when only the bottom 10Y0 of the sample are categorïzed 

as being at-isk, based on performance masures. 

Figure 2: Whole sample (n=3 3 6), prediction of school difficuities when using screening 
cut-off of 4 1 and bottom 10% of sample. 

1 Total 

At-Risk based on 
School Performance 

Screening Predicted At-Risk 
Status (total score > or = cut-off) 

Screening Predicted Satisfactory 
Performance (total score < cut-off) 

Sensitivity = .91 Hits = -82 Faise positive rate = -17 
Sensitivity = -80 Misses = -18 False negative rate = .O 1 

The 20% group produced semitivity and specificity rates of 88% and 74% 

respectively (see Figure 3). In this scenario, hits (accurate predictions) were 77% and the 

23% misses were comprised of 21% fdse positives and 2% false negatives. 

Satisfactory School 
Performance 

32 

3 

Total 

.. . - 

59 

242 

91 

24: 



Table 8 presents cross-validation results. The accuracy was expected to decrease slightiy 

Figure 3: WhoIe sample (n=336), prediction of school difficulties when using screenüig 
cut-off of 3 6 and bottom 20% of sampIe. 

when the 20% sarnple was used over the 10% sarnple because more students are moved 

Screening Predicted At-Risk 
Status (total score > or = nit-ofl) 

Screening Predicted Satisfaetov 
Performance (total score < cut-off) 

Total 

from the satisfactory category into other areas of the table. The decrease in accwacy is 

not substantial enough to cause concern. 

Sensitivity = -88 Hits = -76 FaIse positive rate = .21 
Sensitivity = .74 Misses = 2 4  False negative rate = .O2 

At-Risk based on 
SchooI Performance 

59 

8 

67 

Table 8 
at 1P?& 2OoA a t - a  b e l s  

Cut-Off Score % Sample LeveI Factor Score Sensitivity Selectivity 

Satisfactory School 
Performance 

71 

198 

269 

Initial Sarnple (n=179) 
3 6 20 -0.60 -90 -74 
4 1 10 -1.44 -89 .77 

Cross-Validation Sample (n=l74) 
36 20 -0.60 .85 -74 
41 10 -1.44 94  -84 

Whole SampIe (n=353) 
3 6 20 -0.60 .88 .74 
41 10 - 1 -44 -9 1 -80 

Total 

13 

20 

33r 

It is recommended that the less consetvative cut-off score, 36, be used to ensure 

that students who need some assistance are not misseci. Accwacy and error rates for the 



screening are in keeping with those found for instruments using a similx method for 

computing accuracy presented eariier. Over-referrai rates (approximately 20% for the 

screening) were s d a r  to those found in previous studies (1% in Meisels et al., 1993 and 

22% in Feshbach et al., 1974). These results indiate that at the 36 cut-off score, the 

instrument is highiy accurate, according to previous research of this kind, 

The characteristics Cui ternis of the individuai performance measures) of students 

found in these groups are presented in Table 9. Comparisons between the 10% and 20% 

gmups show tbat at 10% and a cut-off of 41, the majority of the students clearly fd into 

the difficulty categories for almost al1 variables, while the 20°!' group, with a 36 cut-off 

score, also has more students in the dificulty categories but a substantial number in other 

categories. This finding suggests that students at risk typically have a combination of 

factors infiuencing school performance and supports the need for establishing a cut-off 

score at the 20% Ievel. 

The tentative cut-off scores presented in Study 1 were divided into three bands 

characterizhg three levels of at-risk seriousness. The bands recommended at this point in 

the research wodd indicate that a score between 16 and 3 5 suggests satisfactory 

performance. A score between 36 and 41 suggests some diflicultia are present that 

should be addressed. A score of 41 and above indicates that it is highiy likely that the 

student is currently experiencing school di5culty and intervention should be in place. 



Bottom Io?& Bottom 20% 

Pcrformancc Mtasurt At-Ris k Not At-Risk At-Risk Not At-Risk 

Gtndtr: Uale 9 5  40 175 35 

Idcntificd: 

Languagc Arts: 

Math: 

Diagnostic Test 
Ycs 
No 

Pnncipaf - Parent Contact 
2 or more 
O or 1 

Tcachtr - Parent Contact: 
3 or more 
2 or lcss 

Tcac her Opinion: 
4 or 5 rating 
1 to3rating 



The results of the factor analysis clearly demonstrate that 

the Screeaing For At-Risk Status is a strong structural mode1 for predicting school 

performance, that uses characteristics wmrnonly exhibited by students who are 

experiencing difnculty in schooL Repeated factor analyses were conducted in the study on 

separate samples, with the same factor structure replicating perfedy each the.  

Moreover, factor loadings were hi@ for all items, con6nning the strength of the 

Academic Skills, Social Confidence, and Social Cooperation factors when considering 

school performance (Alexander & Entwisle, 1996; Rubin et al., 1993; Ollendick et al., 

1990; Epstein, 1992). 

The present study focused on the validation of the screening 

instrument using the Total Score, arrived at by surnming the Acadernic Skills, Social 

Confidence, and Social Cooperation subscales. The results confirm the findings fiom 

previous research that these three areas coilectively are meaningfùl predictors of school 

performance. Grade level performance in math and reading was found to be strongly 

correlated with screening scores. This supports the findings in the literature that math and 

reading performance are strong indicators of school ditficulties and later faïiure (Parkin et 

al., 1988, Ramphal Turner & Earl, 1993). Similarly, behaviour incidents and Child 

Behaviour Checklist results were strongly correlated with the screening instrument, 

supporting previous research findings that certain behaviour tendencies are related to 

school difnculties and later faiIure (Vaughn et ai., 1992; Kupersmidt & Coie, 1990). 

Interestingly, when considering the contact made between parents and the school 



regarding academic and social diflbidties, the hdings indicate that principal-parent 

contact is a strong indicator of school difEidties, and is even more highly correlated than 

teacher-parent contact. This finding possibly reflects the seriousness of problems when the 

principal becomes involved. The results of the principal-parent and tacher-parent contact 

measures suggest that parent involvement is important to school performance, although 

this contact tells Little ofthe kinds of support that the students actually receive fiom their 

parents. These issues were represented in the Family Support factor that was eluninated 

fkom the instrument. Regrettably, teachers in the present study felt they could not rate 

parents on this factor because of their concem about parent reactions to their ratings. The 

outcome is that no direct evidence conceming the role of parents is available in the present 

study. Nevertheless, the results obtahed are in keeping with the existing literature which 

points to the importance of parents in relation to school success and fdure. Should a 

screening score indicate the possibility of at-risk status for a given child, some foilow-up 

assessrnent of parent involvement is certauily warranted. 

The ability of teachers to assess student performance accurately using a screening 

instrument is an important consideration that has been investigated in past research. In the 

present study, test-retest reliability codhmed that the sarne teacher could assess the same 

student at two different time periods with accuracy. Also, the opinion rating of student 

performance completed by teachers in Study 2 was strongly correlated with the screening 

score fiom Study 1, which was completed by a different teacher the previous par. 

Likewise, correlations between the screening scores fiom both studies were strong (L= 

.67, p < .001), indicating that two teachers, m a b g  assessments about a child one year 



apart, were able to make similar assessments fcr a given student. This study cortfums the 

hdings h m  previous research that teacher abitity to identi@ at-risk students is 

appropriate (Payne & Payne, 1991; O'Sullivan, 1990; Ollendick et al., 1990; Tyne & 

Flynn, 198 1, Keogh & Smith, 1970)- It wodd be hteresting, however, to examine 

teacher perceptions of at-risk students and screening scores. Ifa teacher works in a 

school with few at-risk students it is possible that studeats who wodd be on the low end 

of average in a school with maay at-risk students, wouid be classified as more seriously at- 

risk. In either case, it is difficuIt to determine which of the two scenarios is more 

detrimental. The hdings inâicate that teacher intuition is a good measure of student's at- 

risk status. Therefore, a battery of tests to assess student's at-risk status is not necessarily 

needed. 

It was expected that performance measures wouId be more strongiy related to the 

screening scores completed at the tirne of data collection over the screenuig scores fkom 

the previous y=. When comparing the correlations h m  Stuciy 1 (predictive validity) 

with those 6om Study 2 (concurrent validity), there is a tendency for slighiiy lower 

correlations between Study 1 variables and the screening scores. The standardized At-Risk 

Factor Score correlation with the Study 2 screening (I = .76, p < -001) comparai to the 

Study 1 screening (L = -68, p < -00 1) illustrates the ciifference between the two. This 

findimg could have occured for the following reasons. First, the Study 2 screening 

assessed student performance at the same time that the performance measures were 

coiiected. Therefore, teacher rated performance measures wouid be cxpected to correlate 

strongly with the same teacher rated screening, but also other measures would reflect 



characteristics that the teacher fiilhg the screening would Iikely have observed over the 

course of the school year. Secondly, it would be expected that student performance 

would change somewhat over the year between the initial screening in Study 1 and the 

screening in Study 2. For students who are performing at a satisfactory Ievei, this change 

may be insipifkant and attriiuted only to a change in teachers, maturation, or other 

factors. However, for those students who are starting to show signs of diiculty the 

change may be a significant one, as suggested by the negative cumulative deficit 

phenomena. Support for this can be seen in the profle which shows that at each grade 

levei, the screening identified more students as possibly at risk than in the previous grade 

level. The case may also be that a student experiencing difEculties, but receiving 

intervention, may have improved over the year. Third, the difference in the strength of the 

correlations may be due to difYering teacher interpretations of items on the screening and 

also student performance. 

Other instruments of this nature that have been developed in the recent past have 

ofien used a 4- or 5- point teacher rated scale, similar to the one in the present instrument. 

These instruments have recognized the importance of social skilis and behaviour in 

determining risk. Interestingly, the wording of the items varies fiom positive to negative 

depending on which instrument is considered. While the present screening instrument 

used negative wording such as "Has poor memory.", the PMHP project worded questions 

in both ways (Cowen et al., 1996), and the CARE program's (Harlem Consotidated 

Schools, t 989) screening instrument worded questions in a positive light. It is expected 

that positive or negative wordiig would make Little ciifference to ratings given by teachers. 



In fact, positive wording may take away fiom teachers' perceptions of student dïfficuIty or 

that teachers will mentaüy arrive at a rating by first considering the item in the positive and 

then considering the opposite. It would be interestkg to see if reversing the wording of 

the screening items into a positive light wouid change teachers' perceptions of student 

performance. 

Contrary to the deficit approach taken in the present study, the resiliency iiterature 

aims to identify students' strengths and hopefùlly counteract negative influences by 

focusing on the positive. When the resiliency literature is considered, it seems clear that 

the deficit approach and resiliency approach have the similar goal of ïmproving the 

chances of school success, but the method used to achieve this goal is opposite. Although 

focusing on the strengths of students is a positive approach to improving school 

penormance, it seems necessary to idente the areas of concem as weil. Problem areas 

can then be developed using the students' strengths. It does not seem appropriate to deem 

one independent approach better than the other more iikely a combination of the two 

would be most advantageous to the student. 

ut-off Scores, A simple method of categorizïng students into those 

currently p e r f o h g  at an appropriate level in school and those experiencing difficdty, 

did not exist in this study. Thus a method of categorizing students into at-risk and not at- 

nsk groups was developed to validate the screening score. The decision to designate the 

bottom 20% of the sample as at-risk reflected the views of educators in the local area. 

The only way to confimi this as a reasonable cutsff score is to follow the students as they 

proceed through school, and eventually complete school or leave early. Regardless of the 



end result, a viuiety of factors couid duence  their later penormance. In any event, the 

literature points to the complexity of at-risk indicators, suggesting that determining risk is 

probably too compIicated to rely on teacher intuition done. The Screening For At-Risk 

Status provides a somewhat more objective means for determinhg at-risk status based on 

relevant indicators of student performance, 

To ensue that the screening identifieci not only those students currently 

experiencing dficufty, but also those students who were starting to experience di£6culty, 

cut-off scores were established at two separate points on the screening scale. By doing 

so, users of the screening instrument cm discern that students whose scores are above 4 1 

are probably currentiy experiencing significant diiculty and students receiving scores 

below 36 are probably pdorming at a satisfactory level. Those students who make up the 

group with scores between 36 and 41 constitute a middle-ground group where difficuities 

are detected and should be looked into, although the level of dficulty is stiil relatively 

low. Unfortunately, this middle ground group is often over-looked for intervention in 

school because of either limited resources or dficulty for school staff to detect subtle 

problems as they arise. However, by targeting the middle group, interventions will be 

preventative in nature. When interpreting screening scores, students with a score of 41 

and above should already be receiving intervention, and students whose scores fâil 

between 36 and 41 shouid receive carefùl monitoring and intervention before more serious 

problems arise. 

The accuracy of the screening is in line with rates found in other studies of this 

kind (Meisels et ai., 1993, Feshbach et al., 1974). The screening is highly accurate in 



iden twg the lowest 10% of the sample and only slightly less accurate when the bottom 

20% is inciuded. When considering the profile of the students found in the two ranges, it 

is clear that the bottom 10% predominantly includes students with ditficulties. Few 

children fall in the satisfactory categories for any of the indicator variables. When the 20% 

level is considered, a similar trend is found, however, the proportion is almost equal but 

stiü in favour of the difiiculty category This suggests that the at-risk group is 

heterogeneous, with each individual showing a different combination of risk indicators but 

not necessariiy al1 performance measures must be in the dif6culty category. Future 

research is needed to validate the three subscales and determine how each subscale alone 

predicts risk, and if there are combinations of subscales that are better predictors. 

Many of the professionals in the schools 

were concerned about the reactions of parents and teachers to the study. The timing of 

the study coincided with provincial governmental changes to the education system. 

Teacher morale was low and the effects were felt by students and parents d i e .  This at- 

risk study came at a time when resources were limited and many changes were being made 

in the system. To reduce the inconvenience for schools, concessions were made in the 

study's design. For example, since it was expected that petmission rates to look at 

records would be low, it was felt that asking for permission to conduct intenriews with 

students, or to give a battery of tests, would have M e r  hindered the process. For 

example, language arts and math grades could have been assessed through standardized, 

reliable tests but this would involve testing each child and would be t h e  consuming. 

While the method used was consistent across schools to attempt to standardiie grades, it 



was clear that teachers have different understandings of 'good', 'satisfactory', and 'needs 

improvement', when mtnpleting report cards. The qualitative descriptive section of the 

report card was used to supplement any inconsistencies in report card grades. Contact 

with principals and teachers was bszsed on memory recognition and on any records which 

teachers or principals may have made over the year. Many variables were teacher or 

principai opinions, rather than diable measures, although the effect was lessened because 

the screening was validated considering the scores received by two separate teachers- 

While these variables together were able to meet the needs of the present study, the use of 

standardized instnrments would have facüitated the process of determining school 

performance categories for the mauix analysis. This would have increased the reliabi1it-y 

of the categorization of students actually at-risk in school. 

A qualitative component could not be conducted in the present study. However, 

in firture research, by conducting interviews with teachers, students, and possibly even 

parents, a rich body of information would be collected. This type of research would 

provide insights into the characteristics of: and influences on, the at-risk student. 

The study contained a proportionate number of students at-risk for the number of 

students in the sample, however, a Iarger sample would certainly have produced a greater 

number ofstudents at-rkk. Teachers and principals reported that while permission to 

participate in the shidy was gïven by some parents of students considered at-rîsk, many 

seriously at-risk chiidren were not given permission- Ways to reach parents who codd not 

r ad  the project information due to literacy or language problems, and parents who 

neglect to read the forms and send them back to school would have been usefiil. Some 



parents rnay have been concerned with having their child "identified as at-risk", and 

therefore, did not give permission. With a larger sample of at-risk students, and a Iarger 

overaii sample, the factor analyses in Study 2 could have been broken down by grade and 

by school to c o h  the structure. Also, more at-risk students wouid provide a more 

detailed profile of the group. 

Aithough the number of males and females in the study was alrnost equal(184 

males, 169 females), the gender proportions found in the at-risk group were male 

dorninated. This was expected as research in this area has reported higher rates of drop- 

out (Gilbert & Orok, 2993) and âropout related behaviours such as aggression (Parker & 

Asher, 1987) for males. While the present study did not examine gender Merences 

beyond validation of the screening structure, it would be worth exploring how these 

differences rnay corne into play in identwg and intervening with students at-risk for 

school failure. 

While the screening has been found valid in identifj6ng students who show signs 

of diculty one year later, it would be interesting to follow screening-identified students 

over the years. By doing so, not oniy could the screening be fiirther validated by 

predicting long term performance, but such a study could potentially distinguish what 

factors dong the way helped or hdered the student's situation. 

The development of the instnunent 

was originaliy proposed as a way of identifjing those students at risk for later school 

dficulties. It is clear fkom the results that the current method of reaching students in 

school dBiculty is inadequate. The modest relationship between being identifieci as 



exceptional and the screening score indicates that there are many students who are 

demonstrating signs of dîfEcuIty in school but who are not in serious enough difficulties to 

require fonnal identification for speciai education. Similady, oniy modest correlations 

were found for variables that are often part of the identification process such as 

psychological assessments, speech and language assessments, and diagnostic tests. The 

presence of an at-risk group larger than the 10% currently considered to be having school 

diiculties by the Board, was aiso confirmeci by the ability of the screening instrument to 

accurately idente the at-risk students 88% of the tirne when the lowest 20% of the 

sarnple was included. By i d e n w g  students at the stage where diffidties are starting to 

anke, the development of more serious dficulties and possibly the need for formal 

identification is potentialiy avoided. Furthermore, the later costs to society of under- 

educated citizen5 would be diminished. 

The current education system is equipped to ident* students in serious ditEiculties. 

The Screening For At-Risk Status provides educators with a method to identfi students 

early in the development of school difiïculties. The response system for at-risk students 

should be twofold. Schools ushg the instrument should create a supportive, caring, 

comfortable environment for ad students. School wide programs that emphasize 

behaviour and conflict resolution sicdis, for example, could be implemented to benefit ail 

students. For those identified as at-risic, more individualized or smaii group interventions 

would also be in place. In such an environment, at-risk students can feel comfortable in 

attending school and they will aiso receive intervention to meet their specific needs. 

in summary, by utiIizing the findings fiom previous research, a screening 



instrument was developed that takes into account the complexity of factors leading 

students to school failure. At the same tirne, the instrument focuses only on the aspects of 

those issues that can be observed in the classroom and intervened with at the school level. 

The use of such an instrument requires teachers to think about which students are at-risk 

Whiie teachers may be intuitively good at determinhg at-risk students, a valid instrument 

is needed to make such assessments. Also, ifa response system is established in schools, 

teachers may be more ready to i d e n e  students, knowing there is an intervention system 

in place. The process of completing the screening invites teachers to consider the risk 

indicators and make judgements on student performance. The structurai and predictive 

validity, as weil as the accuracy of the instrument, have been established. For teachers, the 

implication of this study is a quick, easy screening of students who may develop 

diiculties in the fùture. For schools, the Screening For At-Risk Status is the first step in 

a supportive response system to assist at-risk students fiom developing more serious 

school dficulties, formai identification, and possibly even failure, 
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Appendix k- 20- Item Scmninn For At-Risk Status 

SD = Shoagly Dhgtce; D = Dîsagra; NAD = N t i k  Diigrct or A m ;  
A = ~ ; S A = S ~ y A s n +  - 

PerfOrmanot in rcading a d o r  wdug is bdow grade I d .  1 2 3 4 5  

Performance in math is bdow grPdc levtl. 1 2 3 4 5  

DaiIy mrk is  consistcdy iacomplete. 1 2 3 4 5  

Academic perfonnsoct lus mt iDaePsd as expeocd 1 2 3 4 5  

Aas poot organizatiomi a d o r  academic work slous. 1 2 3 4 5  

Is distractible in cfass. 1 2 3 4 5  

Has poor attention spze 1 2 3 4 5  

Kas poor me-. 1 2 3 4 5  

Shows iïtde interest in and seidom participates in cias activitim. 1 2 3 4 5  

19. Parents & iiot appear imrolved in the cbild's kYnmg. 

20. Qiild shows some si- of cmotionaî rndlor 
physicai negiect. 

59 



AppendDr B: 16- Item Screening For At-Risk Status 

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each item and M e  the number that b a t  indicates your tevel of agnea 
with the statement as it applies to the chiid being assessed. The ratings are a! 
f0Uows: 

SD = Strongiy Dis-; D = DisPgce; NAD = Neither Disagree or Agree; 
A = Agree; SA = Strongly Agce  

SP 

1. Performance in ~ a d i n g  d / o f  W i ~ g  is below grade ievel. 

2. Performance in math is below grade level. 

3. Daily work is consistently incomplete. 

4. Academic performance has not inmared as expected. 

5. Has poor organizational andor acadernic wodr skiil. 

6. 1s distractible in class. 

7. Has poor attention spm. 

8. Has poor memory. 

9. Shows littie interest in and seldom participates in class activitits. 

10. Has difficulty coping with new situations. 

1 1. 1s withdrawn and appears uncornfortable in social situations. 

12. Does not participate in wider school aaivities. 

13. Has difficulty accepting adult authority. 

14.1s aggressive verbdy andor physically. 

15. Is unable to sotve conflicts without negative verbal or 
physid confrontation. 

16. Does not respond appropriately to disciplinary mcasurcs. 
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A Preliminary Manual for Screening for At-Risk Status (Version 3.0) 

in any given classroom there are a few students who arevery successful and a few 
who are in seriow dificulty. These studcnts are easily recognized by teacliers. It is, 
however, more difficult to recognize studenû who are slowly developing difficulties over 
time. 

The Screening for At-Risk Status is an instrument designed to help teachers 
idenbfy students who are displayhg characteristics that rnay put them at nsk for later 
school difficulties. The instrument is made up of three factors that can be combined to 
make a singe overdl estimate of an individual's at-risk status. The factors identify three 
eIements relevant to school outcomc and are readily observed by teachers. Acadernic 
Skills considers grades and leanring related behaviours. Social Confidence refers to the 
child's ease in participating in school activitics and discussion. Social Cooperotion 
explores how the student responds to disciplinary measures and confkontation with others 
in the school. Together, the Screening's factors identify areas where m e r  information 
about the chiId is needed and where possible intemention measures might be beneficial to 
the student. 

The Screening for At-Risk Status is designed for easy use by teachers. It coasists 
of 16 statements describhg student classroom behaviours or characteristics. Teachers are 
asked to indicate how strongly they agree or disagree with each statement as a description 
of the child being assessed. Scoring creatcs three separate factor scores which can be 
summed to arrive at an overaii at-risk score. 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Read each item and indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the 
statement as a description of the child you are assessing. 

Add up the scores for each of the factors (the k t  page of the instrument 
shows which items go with each of the factors) by summing the scores for 
the items associated with those factors. 

Add up the scores for each of the three factors to obtain a Total At-Risk 
Score. This number shouid be between 16 and 80. 

Enter the factor scores and the Total At-Risk Score in the appropriate places 
on the front of the fom. 



At this stage in the development of the instrument, any interpretation of die scores 
must be done with caution. Until more data is collected any interpretation should be 
limited to the Total At-Risk Score only. But, even here, the h d  of information iieeded 
to detemùne reliable cut-off scores, which would indicate at-risk status, has not yct been 
collected. Nevertheless, data already provided by teachea has given the dismbution of 
Total At-Risk scores for the Wellington County student population. This distribution was 
used to develop rough guidelines until more diable ones arc available. 

The tentative n o m  for the Total At-Risk score are as follows: 

16 to 40 Funher action probably not required 

Difncuities are possible; m e r  investigation is 
warranted 

Many difncdties identified: verify that the child 
is already on a specid program 

Remember, any interpretation of scores at this time should be dont with CXJTION. 

The screeriing instrument is just that, a prellminary screen. A score which indicates 
that a chiid may be having dficulty will require m e r  study. Indeed there are a number of 
things the classroom tacher can do before c a U g  for assistance fiom a resource teacher or 
other m a l  education profe~sionds. 

Should the screening score exceed 40, the first step is to inspect the pattern of item 
responses to determine the relative degree of involvement of academic and social factors. 
Develop some senw of the ways in which the CU m m  be moving toward an at-risk stahis. 
The scteaiing items will point to a mixture of academic and sociai problem areas; fonn some 
sort of sense of the balance ~nong these indicaton. 

Check the student's irrirAemic r w r d  or file to see if previous assessments or 
interventions help to throw iight on the cumnt situation. 

After checkhg the mident's records, assure your self that the diffculties are not due to 



a physiui or health probtern. Consider vision or hearïng di fficultics. Are there any allergies? 
Fatigue? Any nu tritional pmblems?. How about geneal health? 

Asli yourself if the= might be any family relationship problems or circumstanccs that 
couid k interfering with the child's capacity to do schooI work. Might there be any indication 
of family stress? How about possible abuse or negtect? 

Consider possible problems in the child's peer and wider social relationships. 1s the 
child an isolate in the class or the school? 1s there any evidence of difficulties in the wider 
community? 

For some childm the main dimculty wiil be in the ara of academic skills. In this 
case, strategies wili need to be developed to help identify which sliiils or which combination of 
s a s  will need further attention. Examine both the chiid's areas of strengths as weU as areas 
of difficulty. It may dso be appropriate to expriment with different andlor innovative 
teaching approaches in order to unwver the specific areas of need. 



Appendix D: Total At-Risk Score Cumulative Percentiies 

Score (n=ll, 1 15) Cumulative Petcentile Score Cumulative Percentiie 



Appendix E: Parent Information Package 

Making Sure Al1 Children Have 
A Chance To Be Successful At School 

OWhat are the early signs that a chiid might be developing - - 

dif£ïcdties in school? 

OIS there a way for teachen to ncognUe the signs of 
difEculty early and then take action to help the child? 

Announcing: 

A research project that wiü explore these and other questions and 
work towards a fair chance at school success for al1 students. 

More information iç coming soon! 

Principal Researchers: 

Dr. Bruce Ryan Department of Family Studies 
Dr. Kathieen Brophy University of Guelph 
Ms. Laura Belsito 

Mis. Elaine Noms Coordinator, Special Programs 
Wellington County Board of Education 



D m  Parent, 

Researchm at the University of Guelph and The Webgton County Board of Education 
are pleased to be worlring together on a pmject aimed at promoting success in school for aii 
childen. You will rrcall the Oyer that your cMd brought home last week announcing the study. 

We beiieve this study wiii be of great importance to the school's aôility to recognize and 
assist children who may develop school die6cuiltcs in the fbturt. Even if your child is not Likely to 
become one of the chiidren in necd, your help is still needed so that we can look at what happens 
to a wide variety of children cucrently attend'mg school. 

We are inviting parents of children nom khdergarten to grade 6 to help us with our 
research by giving us permission to involve their children. You and your child wiii not be asked 
to complete any forms or an- any questions. We wiii simply bok at information about how 
your chiid is doing in school. The information will corne nom your childes report card and other 
information found in his or her recurds. Along with this, your child's teacher wiii be asked to give 
us some information about how your child is getting dong in school. 

Please rad the attached pages, 'Project Information For Parents', for more details about 
the project. 

It w d d  help us a great deal ifyou would be f l i g  to aiiow the idonnation on your 
chiid to be used in the study. Please complete the attached permission form and have your son or 
daughter rehim it to his or her classroom teacher. 

Yours sincerely, 

Bruce A Ryaq PhD 
Department ofFarnily Studies 

Laura Belsito Elaine Nomis 
Department of Famiiy Saidies Wellington County Board of Education 



I have read the 'Roject Information For Parents' for the research project, 'Helping 
Teachers Identify Students in Need of Assist~~~lce'. 1 hereby give consent for the 
idonnation in my chüdls records to be used in the research project outlined in the 
project information document. 

YES, 1 am agreeing to aliow my child's records to be used in the 
research project. 

NO, 1 do not wish to have my child's records used in the 
research project. 

(Signature of Parent/Gudian) @ate) 

Date of a d ' s  Birth: 

Sex of Child: Male Female 

Name of Child's School: 

Child's Grade Level: 

PLEASE RETURN TO THE CLASSROOM TEACHER BY MARCH 7 



Helping Teachers I d e m  Students in Need of Assistance 

Project Sponsors: The Wellington County Board of Education 

Department of Family Studies 
University of Guelph 

P ~ c i p a l  Researchers: Dr. Bmce Ryan, Dr. KatMeen Brophy, and Ms. taura Belsito, 
University of Guelph 

Mrs. Elaine Nomq Coordinator, Special Programs 
Welligton County Board of Education 

The Wellington County Board of Education is currently taking steps to assist children who 
show early signs of dEculty in their learning and social relationships in school. The Board is 
especialiy concerned with children who might, over tirne, become at-risk for underachievement or 
even school failure. The hope is that these ctiildren and their families wili receive the help needed 
through early detection and effective intervention programS. 

The Board created a cornmittee of school principals and cducational specialists to develop 
a plan to help at-risk students. Researchers fiom the University of Guelph were invited to asskt 
with the project. 

The first step for the Cornmittee was to develop a rating scaie teachers could use to help 
identifL children who be at-risk Teachers were asked to rate a large number of children 
using the d e .  The results of the rating have not betn used in any way because wo still dont 
know ifthe rating scale is usefiil. At this tirne, we nced to coliect more information so that the 
rating scale can be properly evaluated. 

White the rating scalc is being developed and cvaluated, the Committec is also 
investigating ways to better support students who show cady signs of diiculty in school. In the 
end, the rating scale and approaches devclopcd for working with at&k children will promote 
better school learning expeciencts for thosc invotvd. 



We alrcady have scores h m  the rating sale but we naed to sce if the scores aeairately 
teii us how the students are dohg in sch001. This means we nced current infonnation on your 
child's success at schod so that w t  can match it with bis or her score on the rathg seale- The 
most important idormation will be the kind that is part of the report card and your chiid's Ontario 
Student Record (the official record that foUows ywr cMd the grades and fiom school to 
school). We wiii dso be asking your cbiids tcacher for additional ratings on how your chiid is 
getting dong at schwI. 

We are & asking your child or yourseifto provide any additional infonnation. 

We are seeking your permission to use your child's records in tbe study. In order to 
rnake this kind of research usefui, we need the participation of Iarge numbers of students. Having 
large numbers makes it more iikely we d l  have students who are doing very weIl, students who 
are having no serious difaculties, and students who rnight be beginning to experience difficulty or 
may be having serious difn.culty. Al1 are important to the research. 

Tfyou are wüiing to have your child inciuded in this study please complete the enclosed 
Permission Form and r e m  it ta your child's classroam teachcr. 

In dohg this research, we are interestecl in behaviours and characteristics that generally 
lead to d'iculties in school. Therefore, our conceni is with particular students. In fact, ail 
information will be codeâ with an identification number to ensure the pnvacy of each student. 
The Research Liaison Cornmittee of the Wellington County Board of Eûucation has given 
permission for this study to be k e d  out at your Md's school. This study will bc camed out in 
accordance with the University of Guelph's ethicd standards for reswrch and the Municipal 
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy A& 15 15-6. 

Most certainiy. Ifat any tirne during the study you wish to withdraw your consent for the 
study, you are tiee to do so. We want participation to bc voluntacy and you siiould feel that you 
cm withdraw your consent a any timc. 

If you have any questions about the research or if you would iike to preview any of the 
material, pIease do not hesitate to calt Dr. Bmce Ryan at 8244120, ext 4397, Dr. Kathieen 
Brophy at ext 2412, Ms. Laura Bdsito at 824-4120, ext 6987, or Mrs. Elaine Noms at 766-9582, 
ext 345. 



Appendix F: Researcher Wormation Form 

Student's Name ID 

Grade School 

Sex M F A S  Teacher 

- 

e~ort Card Perfo- 

Program: Regular 

Academics: Language Arts 

Attendance: Absent 

Modifïed 

Math - 

Parent Contacts: 

Psychologicd Assessments (Apd '96 to March '97): Yes No Date 

Speech & Language Assessments ('96 to '97): Yes No Date 

Diagnostic Tests: Yes No Date 

Form 14 Agreement to Disclose: Yes No 

Number of Behaviour hcidents on Record: 



Appendix G: Teacher Package 

Please indicate how ofien there has been contact with parents/ guardian because of behavioural or 
academic dif£kylty since September. 

- Never - 1 or2 times - 3 or 4 times - 5or6times - more than 6 

How severe are this student's current academic or behavioural difndties in school? 

1 2 3 4 5 
Kas no difliculty Some diffidty Very severe 

but is coping diiculties 
adequately 



o 1 2 57. Physically attacks mpte 
O 1 2 58. Picks nose, ski% or othar partç of body 

(describe): - -  - - 

85. Strange ideas (describe): 

86. Stubbom. sullen. or imtable O 1 2 59. Sleeps in class 
O 1 2 60. Apathetic or unmotivated 

07. Sudden changes in mood of feelings 
ûâ Sulks a bt 

89. Suspicious 
9O. Swearing or obscene language 

O 1 2 63. Prefers being wiîh older chi ldm or youths 
O 1 2 64. Prefen being with younger children 

91. Talk abwt killing self 
92 Undenchiering, not workfng up to potel 

O 1 2 65. Refuses ta talk 
O 1 2 66. Repeats c a n  acts over ancl m r ;  ~~npuls ions 

(describe): 83. Talks too much 
94. Teases a lot 

95. Ternper tantrums or hot temper 
98. Sams preoccupied with sex O 1 2 67, Disnipts class discipline 

O 1 2 68. Screams a lot 
97. Threatens people 
98. Tarây to school or class O 1 2 69. Secretive. keeps lhings Io self 

O 1 2 70. Sees thlngs that arent there (describe): 
99. Tao concemexi with neatness or cleanIi 

1001 Fails to cany out assigned tasks 

101. Tniancy or unexplained absence 
102. Underactive. slow moving. or lacks ener 

103. Unhappy, Sad. or depnssed 
104. Unusually loud 

105. Use¶ BlcOhol or dmgs for nonmedical pur 
(Wribe): 

O 1 2 74. Showing off or clowning 

O 1 2 75. Shy or timid 
O 1 2 76. Explosive and unpredlctable behavior lm. Disiikes school 

108. Is afnid of making mistakes 
O 1 2 77. Demands must b met lmmsdiately, easily 

frustrated 
O 1 2 78. Inattentive, easily distracteci 

O 1 2 79. Speech problm (--. 111. Withdnwn. doesnt get fnvolvsd with atl 
112 wonim 

113. P l e w  mite in any proMms the pupil ha 
wsre no1 listed abowx 

O 1 2 81. Feds hurt w M  criacized 

O 1 2 82 S t d s  
O 1 2 83. Stores up Ihlngs hdsha dossn't n d  (mrlbe): 

PA= 4 PLUSE BE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWEREO A U  f 



Below is a list of items that descriùe pupils. For each item that describes the pupil now or wIthin the prd 2 months. please circ 
if the item is miy true or often tnn of the pupll. Circle the 1 If the item is  aommhit or 8 o ~ ~ U m O t  tfue of the pupil. If the item is 
of the pupil, circle the 0. Please answer al1 items as well as you can, even i f  soma do nOt sesm to apply to this pupil. 

O = Not T m  (as far as you know) i = S o m r w h i t a r ~ T r w  2 = Very True or Often Tme 

O 1 2 1. Acts too young for hislher age 
O 1 2 2 Hums or makes other odd noises in class 

O 1 2 31. Fears helshe might think or do somett 
O 1 2 32 Feels hashe has to be perfect 

O 1 2 3. Argues a lot 
O 1 2 4. Fails to finish things helshe s t W  

O 1 2 33. Feels or complains that no one loves l 
0 1 2 34. Feels othen are out to get himlher 

O 1 2 5. Behaves like opposite sex 
O 1 2 6. Defiant tallu back to staff 

O 1 2 35 Fssls worthless or inferior 
O 1 2 36. Gets hurt a lot. accident-prone 

O 1 2 7. Bragging, boasting 
O 1 2 8. Can't concentrate, can't pay attention for long 

O 1 2 51. Gets in rnany fights 
O 1 2 38. Gets teased a lot 

O 1 2 9. Can't get hislher mind off certain thoughts; 
obsessions (describa): 

O 1 2 39. Hangs amnd with othars who get in 
O 1 2 40.Hmsandsavdariü?atafentoiere(( 

O 1 2 41. Impulsive or acts without thinking 
O 1 2 4 2  Woutd rather be aione than with other O 1 2 10. Can't sit stlll. restless. or hyperactive 

O 1 2 11. Clings ta adults or too dependent O 1 2 43, Lying or chea:ing 
O 1 2 44. Bites fingernails 

O 1 2. 45. Nemus, high-strung, or tense 
O 1 2 46 Nemus movements or twitching (des O 1 2 13. Confused Or seems to ôe in a fog 

O 1 2 14. Cries a lot 

15. Fidgets 
16. C~elty, bullying, or meanna to othen 47. Overconfoms to rules 

4û. Not liked by other pupils 
17. Daydreams or gets lost in hislher thoughts 
la Detiberateiy harrns self or attempts suicide 

49. Has difficulty leaming 
50. Too fearfol or anxious 

19. Demands a lot of attention 
20. Destroys hislher own things 

51. Çaels diay 
5 2  Feels too guilîy 

21. üestroys property belonging to othen 
22 Difficulty following directions 53. Talks out of tum 

51. Ovenired 
23. Disobedient at school 
24. Olsturôs other pupils 55. Overweight 

56. &yaical probiefns withan known medic 
a Aches or pains (no( headaches) 
b. HeadaCheS 
c.- Nausai, feels sick 
d. Rablems with eyes (describe):- 

2 5  Doesn't get along with otheir pupils 
26. h s n ' t  seem to feel guilty after rnbbshawing 

27. Easily jeaious 
Zû- Eats or ddnk ViIngs that us not food-û#t 

lnclude sweets (describe): 

a Rashes or other Skin probims 
f. Stomachaches or c m p s  
g. Vomiting, throwinq up 
h. Other (describek 

29. Fears certain animais, situations, or pl- 
other than school (describe): 

O 1 2 30. Fears going to school I 



:NSTRUCTIOM: Head cach itcm and circle flic nuiithcr'tliut hcst indiates your lcvcl OC ~ptcciiiciit 
with the statciiicnt as it rpplics (11 the child bcing :~sïcsscd. Tlir r:itings :arc :is 

SD = Strongly Disrgrec: 1) = Disagrce; NAD = Ncithcr Disagrcc or Agrec; 
A = Agree: SA = Strongl?. A g m  

Perfornuncr in math is below _grade level. 

D d y  work is consistently incompletr. 

Acadcmic performance has not incnved as txpecttd. 

Hris poor oqmizational andlor academic work M l .  

Is dismctible in class. 

Ha poor attention span. 

Has poor rnernory. 

Shows Linle interest in and seldorn participates in class activities. 1 

10. Has difficulty coping with new situations. 

11.1s withdrawn and appears uncornfortable in social situations. 

12. Does nor participate in wider school activities. 

13. Has difficulty accepting adult authority. 1 2 3 4 5 

14.1s aggrcssive verbdly a d o r  phy sicdly. 1 2 3 4 5 

15.1s unable ro solve conflicts without negative verbal or 1 2 3 4 5 
physical confrontation. 

16. Does not respond appropriatcly to disciplinay measurcs. I 2 3 4 5 



Appendix H: Principal Rathg Fmn 

PIease indicate how ofien there has been contact with parents/ guardian because of behaviourai or 
academic dicuity since September. 

- Never - 1 or 2 times - 3or4times - 5 or6 tirnes - more than 6 



TEST TARGET (QA-3) 

APPLlEO 2 I M G E  . lnc 
- - 

1653 East Main Sveet - -. -, Rochester, NY 14609 USA 




